
Founded in 1804, this brewery works with contract 
farmers in the Miyama area of Fukui, who specially 
grow their sake rice.
This old wood brewery building has been renovated 
into a stylish and charming production environment.
The brewery has transitioned to cold chain production 
for a unique super-low-temperature brewing process, 
creating sake with a fresh, clear flavor that has earned 
awards nationwide.

常山 常山酒造

URL https://jozan.co.jp/

A sake that positively 
overflows with local 
character: made with 
sake rice and water 
from the naturally 
abundant Miyama 
area of Fukui, as well 
as yeast developed in 
Fukui Prefecture.
The resulting sake 
has earned awards 
domestically and 
internationally, 
including both 
platinum and gold 
awards at a 
competition in France.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai Daiginjo
Raw ingredients：

Tokubetsusaibaimai
Echizenmiyamanishiki

(Fukui Miyama-Rice)
polished rice ratio：50%
Sake meter value ：＋3 

Serve at 10–15°C to 
bring out its elegant 
aroma and the gentle 
richness of the rice.

（Singapore, France, Shanghai ）

Jozan

Unimame

常山純米大吟醸 特別栽培米越前美山錦
Jozanjunmaidaiginjo

Tokubetsusaibaimai Echizenmiyamanishiki
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Echizen Lacquerware Bajohai

A simple snack made by 
coating fava beans with 
sea urchin, then roasting.
The subtle sweetness of 
sea urchin and the 
perfect balance of 
saltiness and the aroma 
of the sea come together 
for a delicious snack.

A sake cup made of 
zelkova wood, showing 
off its beautiful grain.
The wood’s grain lends a 
touch of warmth to the 
dignified form of this cup, 
perfect for enjoying this 
daiginjo sake.

Mail sake@jozan.co.jp 
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Exclusive brewery tours are available 
for members of the Miyama Local 
Sake Association; tours include 
Miyama soba noodles and exclusive 
local sake available only during tours.

Brewery Tours Planned for March(tentative)

For details, please contact Tokoyama Shuzo.
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